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In this brochure you will find:

• CIPA GUIDE TO THE PATENTS ACTS, NEW 7TH EDITION
• KERLY’S LAW OF TRADE MARKS AND TRADE NAMES, NEW 15TH EDITION
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KERLY’S LAW OF TRADE MARKS
AND TRADE NAMES
SAME KERLY, NEW CONTENT

NEW 15TH EDITION

James Mellor QC; Professor David Llewelyn; Tom Moody-Stuart; David Keeling; Iona Berkeley

The cornerstone of trade mark law, Kerly’s Law of Trade Marks and Trade Names, provides you with a full and thorough analysis of trade mark law, through a mix of analytical commentary, up-to-date case law and legislation from both the UK and Europe.

There has been a great deal of case law since the last edition, yet the EU law of trade marks remains unclear and uncertain in some key areas. To help you make sense of the latest judicial thinking, the new edition extracts the settled principles and discusses the more controversial decisions of the Court of Justice of the European Union. In addition, numerous amendments have been made to chapters on key topics surrounding the law of trade marks.

Still the same authoritative work that you’ve come to expect, this new edition brings you all the latest information you need to stay on top of today’s trade mark law, practice and procedure.

NEW TO THIS EDITION:

• Includes all recent case law developments, including Intel, L’Oreal v Bellure, Whirlpool, Lindt, Cipriani, and Budweiser as well as the adwords cases culminating with Interflora
• Provides the latest legislation, including the updated Trade Mark Directive, Community Trade Mark Regulation and Misleading and Comparative Advertising Directive
• Incorporates recent legislative change such as the Trade Marks (Relative Grounds) Order 2007, the Trade Marks Regulations 2008, the Trade Marks (Earlier Trade Marks) Regulations 2008 and the Community Trade Mark (Amendment) Regulations 2008
• Substantially rewritten chapters on Relative Grounds and Infringement
• Chapters on Defences, Evidence, the Olympics
• The latest on the Community Trade Mark and Madrid systems
• Keytopics such as, Exhaustion, Competition, Company and Business Names, the Internet and Human Rights have been made more accessible
• Up to the minute discussion of the various functions of a trade mark

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY
Visit www.hammickslegal.com
Email fleetstreet@hammicks.com
Call +44 (0) 20 7405 5711
Fax +44 (0) 20 7831 9849
AN AUTHORITATIVE EDITORIAL TEAM

James Mellor QC

James Mellor joined as a co-editor of Kerly in 1994 and played a major role in re-writing the work for the new EU law. He is now a leading IP silk at 8, New Square and has appeared in a number of the leading trade mark cases of recent years, including La Mer, Intel, Whirlpool, Cipriani and Budweiser.

David Llewelyn

David Llewelyn is Professor of Intellectual Property Law at King’s College London and Professor (Practice) at Singapore Management University. A solicitor, he is Of Counsel, White & Case. He is also External Director & Deputy Chairman of the IP Academy Singapore and joint author of Cornish, Llewelyn & Aplin: Intellectual Property: Patents, Copyright, Trade Marks & Allied Rights

Tom Moody-Stuart

Tom Moody-Stuart is a senior junior at 8, New Square with a very busy practice. He has appeared in many of the recent leading cases including L’Oreal v Bellure, Whirlpool v Kenwood, BSkyB v Sky Home Services & Autopaint.

David Keeling

For a number of years, David served as a member of the Boards of Appeal at OHIM and has recently moved to the European Patent Office. David makes a very valuable contribution to Kerly with his inside knowledge of OHIM and the Madrid System.

Iona Berkeley

Iona Berkeley has a very busy and varied intellectual property practice at 8, New Square and particularly in trade mark cases including Whirlpool v Kenwood. She is a very welcome addition to the Kerly team.

This established team also includes the following consultant editors: Rt. Hon. Professor Sir Robin Jacob and Rt. Hon. Sir David Kitchin
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NEW 7TH EDITION
Chartered Institute of Patent Attorneys (CIPA)
Editor: Paul Cole
Consultant Editor: Stephen Jones

The 7th Edition of the CIPA Guide is a fully updated version of this established work, acknowledged since 1980 as a must-have for any practitioner advising about patents.

Bringing together the expertise of over 25 highly respected professionals including patent attorneys, solicitors and members of the Bar individually selected for knowledge of and insight into the subjects to which they contribute, this essential guide gives you all the tools you need to protect the rights of your clients.

• Features a unique section-by-section guide to the Patents Act, 1977 and relevant provisions of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988
• Includes the complete text of each section and of any relevant Patents Rules, Civil Procedure Rules and practice directions
• Provides you with extensive commentary on the interpretation of each section by the UK-IPO and courts and on relevant case law of the EPO Appeal Boards
• Refers to several thousands of case decisions
• Includes in-depth of analysis of both reported and significant unreported decisions
• Acts as a practical guide to the current requirements of and procedures before the UK-IPO and the UK courts
• A trusted and authoritative text with an easy to follow layout making your research quicker and easier
• The first port of call for both patent prosecutors and litigators needing access to current law and practice

NEW TO THIS EDITION:
• Incorporates the latest developments in the law, including new rules for the Patents County Court
• Considers areas with recent major developments including claim interpretation, eligible subject matter (software, business methods, biotechnology), selection patents, inventive step, enablement, IP Office and court procedure

December 2011
ISBN: 978-0-414-01863-1
£250
AN AUTHORITATIVE EDITORIAL TEAM

Editor

Paul Cole is a UK and European patent and trade mark attorney and is authorized to conduct intellectual property litigation before the UK courts. He received an MA in chemistry from Oxford University and an LLM from Nottingham Trent University. Before becoming a partner in his present firm in 1999, he worked in a private practice in central London.

Consultant Editor

Stephen Jones is a leading IP specialist with particular expertise in patents and trade marks. He has a degree in chemistry from Imperial College, London as well as a degree in law. Stephen is a solicitor-advocate in the English courts as well as a UK qualified patent attorney and European Patent Attorney admitted to practice before the European Patent Office. He is also a UK and European Trade Mark Attorney and an accredited mediator. He is a Fellow and Committee Member of the Chartered Institute of Patent Attorneys, a Council Member of the British Group of the AIPPI and an Associate of the Royal Society of Chemistry.

CONTENTS

PATENTS ACT 1977
• Arrangement of sections
• Table of Amendments to this Act
• Sections and Schedules with: Relevant Rules; Commentary and Practice

PATENTS RULES 2007
• Titles of Rules with cross references to text locations

COPYRIGHT, PATENTS AND DESIGNS ACT 1988
• Arrangement of sections in Parts V and VI
• Sections 274-295 with Commentary

APPENDICES
A: Historical Background to the Patents Act 1977 and the Patent Office
B: Supplementary Protection Certificates
C: The Biotechnology Directive
D: The EC Treaty
E: The Civil Procedures Rules
F: Part 63 of the Civil Procedures Rules
G: The Patents Court and Patents County Court Guide
H: Patent Attorney and Trade Mark Attorney Qualification and Registration Regulations 2009
I: Rules for Examination and Admission of Individuals 2011
K: Rules of Professional Conduct for Patent Attorneys holding and acting within the scope of Litigator Certificates
MORE FOR YOUR IP LAW LIBRARY

THE LAW OF PASSING-OFF: UNFAIR COMPETITION BY MISREPRESENTATION

4TH EDITION

Professor Christopher Wadlow

• Clear and logical structure which follows the “Classical Trinity” of goodwill, damage, and misrepresentation
• Guides you through the past present and future of passing-off
• Coverage of case law from the UK and major Commonwealth jurisdictions
• An insightful account of the place of passing-off in European and international law

May 2011
£285

PRACTITIONER’S MANUAL FOR TRADE MARK PROSECUTION AND LITIGATION IN THE EU

1ST EDITION

Dr Felix Hauck LLM

• Guides you through the procedure for obtaining and enforcing a Community trademark
• Offers insight into trademark application, opposition, revocation and infringement proceedings on a national and EU level
• Provides commentary on the EU Trademark Directive
• Contains approximately 60 judgments of the European Court of Justice including the most recently issued judgment DHL Express France v Chronopost
• Includes plenty of other practical information (e.g. on cost issues) in addition to useful weblinks and case law statistics

ISBN: 978-0-414-04621-4
September 2011
£125

COMING SOON

TRITTON ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN EUROPE

4TH EDITION

Guy Tritton
Contributing authors: Richard Davis, Ashley Roughton, and Tom St Quintin

The fourth edition of this popular text thoroughly examines the wide range of laws regulating intellectual property in Europe. It has become recognised as the leading guide on the subject, dealing with both Community law and the international conventions affecting protection of IP rights.

• Provides coverage of all intellectual property rights in one source; patents, copyright, designs, trade marks and plant varieties, considering the practical dimensions of each one as well as the substantive law
• Provides expert commentary on the practical aspects of IP, such as licensing, franchising, joint ventures and enforcement
• Examines intellectual property and competition law, highlighting ways in which the two areas overlap

ISBN: 978-0-414-04230-8
£245
European Patents Handbook
CIPA
Provides you with detailed and practical guidance on every aspect of European patent procedure.
978-0-851-21496-2
£1,555
Looseleaf
3 releases a year

European Patents Sourcefinder
CIPA
Essential for anyone handling European patents, it provides over 2000 fully indexed references to European Patent Convention law, practice and procedure.
978-0-851-21451-1
£615
Looseleaf
2 releases a year

CIPA
Provides detailed coverage of the procedures for international applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty, plus the general principle of national stages.
978-0-752-00511-9
£587
Looseleaf
2 releases a year

The Trade Mark Handbook
CIPA and ITMA
Describes in detail how to register and protect a trade mark.
978-0-851-21851-9
£886
Looseleaf
2 releases a year

Community Trade Mark Handbook
CIPA and ITMA
Provides an insightful guide to the Community Trade Mark and the increasing importance of decisions from the OHIM.
978-0-421-75150-7
£675
Looseleaf
2 releases a year

Community Designs Handbook
CIPA and ITMA
Describes the law and practice relating to design law in the EC and contains all the background materials and tools needed to use and understand the Community Design Regulation.
978-0-421-87770-2
£460
Looseleaf
1 release a year
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Visit www.hammickslegal.com